Definitions and integrals are of the subdivisionrefinement type, and functions are from R x R to R, where R represents the real numbers. Let OM° be the class of functions G such thatJT0 +G> «istsfor a<x<y<b and f* 11 +G-TJ(1 +OI =0.
GeOM° on [a, b] only if JPO+G)
exists for a^x<y^b and iall+G-n(l+G)l=0.
The statements that G is bounded, G e OP°, G eOQ° and G g OB0 [2] and J. S. MacNerney [7] for additional details. We know from the hypothesis that ^YV' (1+G) exists for \^q^t. Further, it follows from Lemma 1.8 that each of these integrals is nonzero. Thus, Lemma 1.9 implies that G g OM° on [ua, vQ] . Hence, for l^f j£r, there exists a subdivision D" of [ua, va] 
